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The Early Childhood Connection Center for Research on Women

of family and job too.

11. Your husband or partner’s role. For women who have a husband or partner, there are

extra options to ease your return to work (single moms may find a family member or friend who

can also help). Its reasonable to expect that your partner will share taking care of the children,

getting them up and dressed in the morning, packing lunches or the diaper bag, getting them fed

and into bed in the evening, and so on. Your partner can also share household chores, cooking,

cleaning, shopping. If this is new for you and your partner, you may need to sit down and talk

about it.

12. Getting out the door to work. Getting out the door to work, and coming home after work,

are often two of the most hectic times of the day. Mothers have found that these stress times are

easier if they have someone to help (a partner, older child, grandmother). Some mothers prepare

the child’s diaper bag the night before, and bathe child in the evenings rather than in the

morning. The return home is often complicated by hunger, and the need to get dinner on the

table. Some families make meals on the weekend that can be re-heated after a work day, or use

take-out food for some dinners, to take the pressure off.

13. When your child gets sick. All children get sick. They get runny  noses, coughs, colds, ear

infections, as well as other viruses and childhood illnesses. If your child is in a day care center,

at school, or at someone else’s home with other children, they will be exposed to other children’s

germs. Children are more likely to get sick when they first  start attending any new group; once

they build up immunities to the germs in a particular group, they will be sick less often. But the

reality of parenthood is you will need to have plans for sick child days. Is there someone who
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